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Impressive display of the most beautiful classic cars in
Kitzbühel

35th Kitzbühel Alpine Rally

01.09.2022 / As a real highlight in the Kitzbühel event calendar - not only for all car lovers - the Kitzbühel
Alpine Rallye from September 07th to 10th, 2022 awaits with numerous automotive classics - from pre-war
models, sports cars and limousines, everything is on offer for fans and enthusiastic spectators. The four-day
historic automobile event will be held for the 35th time in 2022 in the most legendary sports city in the Alps,
and thus counts as a true tradition with a renowned reputation.

Mercedes Benz 300 SL, Jaguar SS 100, Bentley 4 1/4 Open Tourer & Co.

A rolling museum of automotive history in the mountains presents itself again this fall in the Gamsstadt, when
from Wednesday, September 07th, 2022 to Saturday, September 10th, 2022 historic models of the car brands of
Mercedes-Benz, Bentley, Bugatti, Lamborghini, Porsche, Ferrari, Jaguar, Rolls Royce and many more go on a
joyride around Kitzbühel. At the 35th Kitzbühel Alpine Rally, more than 160 fascinating classic cars will take
up position at the foot of the Hahnenkamm - Kitzbühel's legendary local mountain. From here, three daily
stages - a total of around 600 kilometers - will take them along the most beautiful Alpine roads through valleys
past lush green meadows and snow-capped peaks of the Kitzbühel mountains. This year's rides lead, among
other places, through the Pinzgau as well as the Zillertal. Thus, a perfect combination of the natural scenery of
the Tyrolean mountains coupled with the charm of Kitzbühel as the most legendary sports town in the world is
guaranteed.

Exclusivity in the starting field is given with a construction year limit of 1975. There are two categories for the
participants to choose from: the Sporty Trophy or the Classic Trophy.

As every year, the highlight will be the finish on Saturday, September 10th, 2022 at around 2.30 p.m. with the
big vehicle parade in the center of Kitzbühel for the finale of the Alpine Rally - a spectacular highlight in a
class of its own. It should not be missed when the cars, which have real history behind them, dominate the
streetscape in and around Kitzbühel.

Program for Kitzbühel Alpine Rally:

:: Wednesday, 07 September 2022
| 1.30 pm to 6.00 pm Vehicle scrutineering

:: Thursday, 08 September 2022
| 8.00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. vehicle scrutineering
| from 3.00 pm Brixental-Round

:: Friday, 09 September 2022
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| from 7.30 am Sudelfeld-Round

:: Saturday, 10 September 2022
| from 7.30 am Pinzgau-Runde with finish at 2.30 pm in Kitzbühel

You can find all information under events.kitzbuehel.com
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